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Sanfoot Acoustical Panels (SAP)  -  Is a unique blend of Sanfoot prefinished natural wood veneer wall  
covering perforated and offered in over 90 beautiful wood veneer species and cuts,  bonded to a   
chemically hardened fiberglass acoustic panel. SAP offer NRC (noise attenuation) from .85 to 1.05.  SAP  
offers a very light weight, and cost advantage solution over conventional wood  
panels with a wide variety of design options including wrapped edges, painted edges,  custom finish, 
stains, veneer cuts, along with Custom inlays or digital printing.  Sanfoot Acoustical Panels are used in a 
variety of design applications, including wall and ceiling mounted or clouds suspended.    

DESIGN OBJECTIVE
To provide a beautiful wood veneer solution to noise attenuation, while maintaining an advantage over  
existing wood wall applications, both in product cost and speed of installation, while providing a wide  
variety of species and design options.  

DESIGN & TECHNICAL INNOVATION
Technically, the most challenging aspect to wood veneer is wrapping the veneer in both directions, (along 
the grain and across the grain), in order to achieve a monolithic wood panel appearance.  Because of our 
patented 5 ply process of Sanfoot components and proprietary manufacturing process, wrapping all four 
edges of SAP can be achieved.  Weight always plays a factor when one is considering wood on the walls 
or ceiling.  SAP weight for a 1- 1/8th inch panel is approximately .9lbs per sqft, as compared to a ! inch 
MDF wood veneered panel at 3 to 5 pounds per sqft.

APPLICATION
Walls, Ceilings, and Drop in Ceiling systems, Clouds; wherever noise attenuation is of concern.  This is a 
perfect product for auditoriums, offices, large open public spaces, sound studios, schools.  Sanfoot  
Acoustical Panels can be used in conjunction with Sanfoot wood veneer wall covering or Sanfoot Transtec - 
wood in glass, thus offering a complete wood solution for all design applications. 

SUSTAINABILITY
Sanfoot Acoustical Panels can be manufactured with FSC- approved wood veneer species; Sanfoot has 
passed GREENGUARD certification.  As well as Class A ASTM E-84 Fire testing.   
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